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#HST – Hubble Space Telescope.

# SST – Spitzer Space Telescope – space based infrared observatory

#Cosmogeological processes – Recycling of the nebula masses by star and formation of the embryonic interstellar protoplanetary mass objects by temporary and violently activated star.
#UDN – Ultra Dense Nucleus is an extraordinary matter that has almost nuclear density.
UDN is formed by the gluing, compression event of the injected shell masse from the precursor star that has abundance of the
light nuclides (alpha elements) and by dispersed heavier nuclides through shell. The injection shell masses eventually produce
working ultra dense core of the embryonic stars. Injection of the enormous amount planetary elements from shell of the
Precursor Star, from the centre of the young starburst spiral galaxies produce huge compression (gluing) event within
interstellar spatia. The compression event produces collective gravitation of the enormous amount injected nuclides.
Neutron repulsion and evolution of the stellar cores
Neutron emission is an important source of the stellar thermal (spectral) evolution and radiation.
After injection from the shell of parent star proto-star is a huge cloud – gaseous mixture of all well-known planetary elements
and has an abundance of the alpha elements. A huge mixture of the alpha elements and dispersed heavy and super heavy
elements begins compression under huge collective gravitation by enormous amount injected elements. Core of the embryonic
star is formed by compression event. The glued elements under huge gravitation have a balance between gravitational
attraction and repulsive interaction by neutralized nuclides. Light elements around embryonic core begin violent interaction
with formation thermonuclear process and alpha-process. It produces radiative (thermonuclear wind) zone around embryonic
core and convection streams of the radioactive clouds – shell. Violent P/N interaction around core produces the enormous
amount neutron emission and radiated huge energy creates O–spectral type stars, fieriest embryonic stars in the universe.
Usually similar star has a huge temperature, around 40,000 K in the photosphere and about 95÷90 percent of the whole
energy produced by the neutron emission event. High nuclear density of the UDN in the physical centre of the stars produces
violent interaction in the ultra dense volume between protons, electrons and neutrons. Neutron decay is a proof about gluing
event between protons and electrons within ultra dense volume due to violent interaction of the all particles. The neutron
emission, thermonuclear reactions and nuclear reactions are the main source of energy in the young (O, B, A, F, G) stars.
During the thermal (spectral) evolution ratio of the neutron emission energy decreases but remain important in the young
main sequence stars.
Orange color indicates inner core-UDN that is an important source of energy in the young stars. Red color indicates zone of
the violent P/N interactions. It produces alpha-process from the magnetic poles, thermonuclear process from the other zones
and neutron emission from the inner neutron core. Energy produced by the neutron emission is not endless source. In the old
(K, M) stars we can see a disappearance of the UDN and formation of the another nucleus formed by recycled neutrons, by
violent P/N interaction. Neutron nucleuses in the old stars have no nuclear density. There is a violent N/N interaction only
within fiery super dense core. Nuclear mechanism about concentration of the recycled neutrons in the centre by violent P/N
interaction needs expensive researches. Eventually the fuel-neutron decay products decrease to the catastrophic minimum
before “supernova” explosion. Radiative zone of a young star has an abundance of the thermonuclear wind. Old star before
explosion has an abundance of the light alpha-elements in the radiative zone that produces inflation of the shell and
disappearance of the radiative zone by inflation before SN-explosion. Remnant-naked core after SN explosion is a pulsar,
neutron dwarf star formed by recycled neutrons without positrons and electrons. Actually this is not a star. It’s a fiery starlike dwarf body that produces White → red → brown and black dwarfs due to cooling evolution. Red dwarfs, Brown dwarfs,
etc are only stages of the cooling evolution. Recycled neutrons are the most abundant elements in the so called Black holes
(about 99.99%) that have the nuclear density and an invisible cooled body.

Big image is available

Figure -1
www.cosmogeology.ge/Neutron Repulsion.jpg

Details of the Sun and the stellar cores are not drawn to scale.
1.

Stellar type: G

Radiative (thermonuclear wind) zone that is formed by violent thermonuclear reactions
from the outer core (8). The thermonuclear wind consists of protons, neutrons and alpha
particles mainly.
2. Nuclear wind of the heavy, super-heavy and captured lighter elements formed within shell in
the highly radioactive nucleo-genesis systems spots. The nuclear wind produces injected huge
waves of the nuclear reactions. Violent nuclear syntheses reactions in the compact spots and
in the multistage separated lots of smaller compact spots can produce a catastrophic
abundance of the super heavy elements. Violent bombardment through sunspots and shell by
protons, neutrons and alpha particles produces enormous amount nuclear synthesis reactions.
Giant concentrations of the super-heavy elements into spots produce the giant prominences
(Protuberances). Lots of small concentrations of the super-heavy elements in the multi-stage
separated spot masses produce lots of smaller flares. One of the flares - "running difference"
image within one small part of the sun's surface revealed by the TRACE satellite using a 171
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3.

4.

5.

6.

A filter. This filter is specifically sensitive to iron ion (Fe IX/X) emissions. The TRACE
satellite recorded an eruption and mass ejection from this region of AR 9143 on 28 August
2000. An interesting video clip of the flare event on 28 August 2000 is available in the link:
http://vestige.lmsal.com/TRACE/Public/Gallery/Images/movies/T171_000828.avi – (explosion
one of the multi-stage separated compact-spots in the convection streams. Usually strongest
similar explosions produce a temporary giant fracture through the shell. K.M.) The nuclear
explosion triggers an iron and many other metals by the flare event. Part of the elements
produces a bombardment of the Sun that could not overcome huge gravitation. Other parts of
the exploded heavy and super heavy elements are dispersed within shell immediately after
explosion. Sell of the Sun has a nuclear balance between inner thermonuclear wind zone and
outer nuclear wind zone. Captured particles of the inner thermonuclear wind are equal to the
lost particles by outer nuclear wind. Thus Sun has no inflation of the shell and shows the
vibration only. Vibration connected to the inner nuclear processes of the huge nuclear
machine. http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/images/aaas/xmas_c2_big.mpg
Drifting of the split spot’s magnetic pole. A violent bombardment through spots by
thermonuclear wind produces violent multi-stage nucleo-synthesis and splitting processes giant nuclear reactions of the submerged mass. Each drifting pole is formed after destruction
of the main spot’s arc by nuclear reactions to the bottom. Spot is a giant gaseous diffuser that
sorts atoms and molecules by mass and density. This is a clue for the concentrations of the
super-heavy elements in the bottom of the split spots. Violent nuclear synthesis reactions in
the spots produce a giant concentration of the super-heavy nucleuses to the bottom of the
submerged huge arc as well. After huge nuclear reaction split magnetic pole of the arc is
drifting in the shell alone before disappearance by lots of nuclear reactions.
Embryonic submerged arcs of the spots are formed through radiative zone by alpha
processes, through intensive bombardment by protons neutrons and alpha-particles. Sun is a
tiny model of the precursor star and repeats all nuclear processes in miniature.
Sunspot pair is two visible magnetic poles of the invisible submerged arc. Their surfaces
have an abundance of the light alpha elements and their oxides. Interior has an abundance of
Si and heavier elements and their oxides. The shell has an abundance of the light elements
from the lightest element H to the Si and visible surface of the shell has an abundance of the
lightest elements H and He.
The alpha process streams from the two magnetic poles. Magnetic confinements from both
magnetic poles of the outer core prevent the thermonuclear reactions and produce violent
triply alpha processes. Moving through violent bombardment of the neutrons, protons and
alpha particles (nuclear synthesis reactions) within thermonuclear wind zone, both streams
become wider and heavier. Entering into shell as a huge mixture of the well-known planetary
elements both spot-streams are split by convection streams and shows two pole of magnetic
field that installed into stream by energetic magnetic core. Periodical disappearance of the
variable magnetic field ceases the alpha process streams and spot-forming region on the poles
produces the thermonuclear reactions only. Violent triple alpha processes within the poles are
fully replaced by violent thermonuclear reactions by this time. Most abundant planetary
elements are formed by double splitting events in the highly radioactive spot masses.
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Violent alpha processes produce a lot of unstable nuclides. Huge temperature in the
embryonic gaseous body of the proto-planets produces rapid interactions between embryonic
unstable particles. We can discovery multistage splitting to the level of the stable alpha
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elements. Alpha elements are most abundant (More then 75%) in the mass of all planets and
moons and their debris: asteroids, meteorites, comets, etc.
Alpha elements are Z ≤ 22: (C, N), O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ti. They are synthesized by
alpha-capture processes in the nuclear laboratories while the violent nucleo-genesis systems,
star-spots give other proofs.
Violent alpha processes would be excellent proof to abundant super-heavy nucleuses within
planets. Most abundant matter in the planetary bodies is formed by alpha elements after
violent multistage synthesis and double splitting reactions. Now we have proof. Alpha
processes are ceased in the injected embryonic gaseous proto-planetary matter but local multi
stage double splitting and other nuclear reactions are continuing in the highly radioactive
mater, alongside global nuclear reactions. Periodical concentrations of the enormous amount
super-heavy nucleuses in the physical centre of the embryonic planets produce an enormous
injection of the highly radioactive matter of the embryonic primordial moons.
We have proof about the Moon-forming event by embryonic Earth at the gaseous or liquid
stage. The Moon is injected from embryonic Earth's interior. arXiv:1001.4243v1
7.

Inner Core is a main source of energy in the young Neutron star system that is an
extraordinary matter with temperatures of more then 13,600,000 kelvins. Working core of the
young star is a neutron star system and has an almost nuclear density and formed by huge
compression (gluing) event in the embryonic star. Each embryonic star is formed after
injection from the starburst central nucleus of the precursor star in the centre of the spiral
galaxy. Neutron decay is a proof about gluing event in the physical centre of the stars and
precursor stars end violent interaction processes at the beginning stage in the nuclear and
thermonuclear reactions. The inner core is an important generator of energy to young (O, B,
A, F, G) stars due to neutron repulsion and neutron emission processes. Inner core is firmed
by huge collective gravitation (gluing event) of injected enormous shell matter. Gluing event
produces a total neutralization of the protons by glued electrons and total destabilization of
the nuclear balance in the glued nuclides. Injected proto-stellar matter of the precursor
star had an abundance of the light elements and huge collective gravitation produces gluing
event. Super massive precursor star of Milky Way has died and produced super-massive
recycled black Matter in the centre. Super-massive recycled black Matter is the cooled
remain of the super-massive Neutron Star and created by enormous amount recycled
neutrons (neutrons without positrons and electrons). (MRN ≈ 2.8 (+/- 0.3)× 106 MSUN)
http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic14/M1_MW_nuc.mpg
Each
Recycled Neutron Star is a super-dense mass formed by recycled neutrons. It has almost
nuclear density and formed by neutrons without positrons and glued electrons (99.99%). This
is a stable body and neutron repulsion forces are balanced by gravitational attraction forces.
8. Outer core – violent P/N interaction zone. It produces thermonuclear reactions around the
outer core, with temperature over ten million degrees (107K) and two streams of the violent
alpha process from the magnetic poles. Existence of the deuterium impossible in the outer
core. There are protons and neutrons only. Protons form neutrons and vice versa due to
violent interaction.
9. Neutron repulsion zone – Violent P/N interactions within outer core produce the triggered
neutrons from destabilized nuclides of the inner core. Gluing (compression) event into
embryonic star produces a gluing event of orbiting electrons on the nuclides and fully
destabilization of the nuclear balances in the nuclides. Inner core has a huge gravitation and
destabilized nuclides can not trigger neutrons into outer core without violent outer influence.
At the boundary of the inner and outer cores is a layer of the free electrons that can not
orbiting glued particles. Violent interaction from outer core produces a lot of gluing events by
protons and electrons and catastrophic abundances of neutrons to the boundary. Repulsive
interaction provides outer core by triggered neutrons due to violent interaction from outer
nucleus. These neutrons produce additional protons – fuel for thermonuclear reactions.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_evolution

The Milky Way and similar spiral galaxies indicates that the young stars are concentrated to the centre and older ones to the
end of the branches. This is a proof about formation of the spiral galaxies by precursor stars. Mass of the precursor star is
decreases with increasing plane of the galaxy. Eventually older stars are orbiting to the end of the branches and younger ones
by the centre. For billions of years of permanent injection stars by shell masses and planets by spot masses huge precursor
star produces a spiral galaxy. Order of the orbiting stars is a proof. If the mass of the injected shell is an insignificant, i.e. 10
times smaller that the Sun, it can’t form a star. Collective gravitation of the injected elements is not enough for the formation
working core, for the compression of all elements into the UDN. These orbiting star-like clouds are discovered long ago.
There are enormous amount destabilized nuclides, (Figure -1) by glued electrons within inner core (7). Repulsive interaction
between neutrons is not enough to overcome huge gravitation by inner core but violent P/N interaction around inner core
produces triggering neutrons. The core debris in the universe show vividly that the neutron repulsion forces produces huge
inflation event due to total chain reactions. In the working core huge forces of the gravitational attraction and huge pressure
by surrounded layers prevents the total demolition of the inner neutron core and produces the permanent neutron emission
without chain reactions. Repulsion between neutrons and alpha processes is a main source for the formation huge nebulas by
debris of the destroyed cores-UDN. Eagle nebula (http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/ssc2005-23a1.jpg) vividly shows that the
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debris are not stabile bodies. They undergo rapid demolition (chain reactions) with formation light admixtures within huge
medium. Even a ball-sized UDN would be natural neutron bomb that can explode our planet.
If age of the Sun in the middle of the galaxy is a 5by, approximately age for the Milky Way would about 8÷9 billion years.
Each spot is a highly radioactive “nucleo-genesis system” for the syntheses lots of heavy and super-heavy elements and their
isotopes while the shell has abundance of the light (alpha) elements. Cradle of the nuclides is a star and its amazing inner
nuclear processes. All nuclides in the shell are formed by nuclear synthesis reactions but each spot is a volume for the violent
nuclear syntheses reactions.

HST and SST present video clip HH46/47:
http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/web_movies/pa/ssc2003-06v4.wmv Big image:
http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/sig07-022.jpg

Greatest Proof: Abundance of the planetary elements
in the injected shell of the temporary activated star
HH46/47

HH46/47 (cosmogeological explanations about Cosmic abundances of the light nuclides, from H to Si)
NOTE: This is not an exploded stars by inner forces. Usually they have a round shell. This is a hit between star and a dark
High-dense nebula. Sensational event is obtained by SST
multi-stage separated debris of a black hole (black and cold UDN) or a working core (fiery UDN) of a star show amazing
image. We ca see rapid inflation and demolition of the core debris by repulsive interactions of the destabilized glued nuclides
from extraordinary matter. This is a reason for the formation of the dark and High-dense nebula. Thick nebula is formed by
triggered protons and neutrons by core debris. Temporary violent P/N interaction produces nuclear-synthesis reactions and
forms thick nuclear and molecular interstellar clouds. Debris of a black UDN have an insignificant present of primordial
protons due to recycled neutrons by comparison of the exploded working core but the mixture of the both matter and their
inflation simultaneously produces an abundance of the light elements and their admixtures. Each nebula is an evidence of the
catastrophe within interstellar spatial. Lots of black holes are wandering near the Milky Way plane. This is a greatest
problem for the gravitational order of the galaxy and dangerous visitors in the plane of the stars. I found one of the excellent
images of the dangerous event. The image of the Unwrapping the Pillars within the eagle nebula is an observational
confirmation. Nebula is formed by multi stage separated debris of the destroyed core.
Image HH 46/47 from NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope transforms a dark cloud into a silky translucent veil, revealing the
molecular outflow after hit of a star and dark high-dense nebula. Using near-infrared light, Spitzer pierces through the dark
cloud to detect the embedded outflow in an object called HH 46/47. Herbig-Haro (HH) objects are bright, nebulous regions of
gas and dust that are usually buried within dark clouds. Similar thick interstellar clouds are formed after hit of the wandering
black hole and a star. We see formation event of the embryonic giant planet by supersonic gas that ejected after recycling of
the nebula masses by star. The event produces catastrophic abundance of the planetary elements within shell of the star and
powerful injection of the embryonic proto-planetary mass objects that is mainly recycled masses of the dark high-dense
molecular nebula. The surrounding dark shell of the remnants is formed by UDN debris after temporary violent repulsive
interaction of the glued and destabilized nuclides. Usually multi-stage separated debris of the UDN are demolishing and
expanding rapidly. The hit event can be detected only in the infrared through nuclear clouds.
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Eagle nebula created by the powerful Neutron Repulsion forces and by the alpha process as well. Excellent image of
the very dangerous catastrophe made by hit of a wandering black hole and a star.

Big image : http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/ssc2005-23a1.jpg
The Spitzer image was obtained with the infrared array camera. Emission at 3.6 microns is shown as blue, emission from 4.5
and 5.8 microns has been combined as green, and 8.0 micron emission is depicted as red.
-HH 46/47 is a striking example between of star and dark high-dense nebula ejecting a jet and creating a bipolar, or two-
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sided, molecular outflow. The centre of catastrophe lies inside a dark cloud (known as a 'Bok globule') which is illuminated by
the nearby Gum Nebula. Located at a distance of 1140 light-years and found in the constellation Vela, the centre of
catastrophe is hidden from view in the visible-light image (inset). With Spitzer, the centre of catastrophe and its dazzling jets
of molecular gas appear with clarity.
The 8-micron channel of the infrared array camera is sensitive to emission from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that
formed by nuclear synthesis reactions. These organic molecules, comprised of carbon and hydrogen, are excited by the
surrounding radiation field and become luminescent, accounting for the reddish cloud. Note that the boundary layer of the 8micron emission corresponds to the lower right edge of the dark cloud in the visible-light picture.
Outflows are fascinating objects; since they characterize one of the most energetic beginning phases of the formation partially
recycling small nebulas. The jets arising from these centre of injection can reach sizes of trillions of miles and velocities of
hundreds of thousands miles per hour. Similar outflows are the clear evidences of the embryonic planet formation by huge
molecular outflow that proves that the process creators are the supersonic beams of the molecular gaseous streams. This
mechanism is not bound to the presence of circumstellar discs which surround the exploded stars (pulsars). Such discs are
likely to contain rapid and infinity expending shell of the star’s core. The HH 46/47 jet has no endless inflation, otherwise
indicates concentration of molecular masses to the peaks as a bright dots. Both dots are seen clarity. Much more interesting is
a thicker bright dot, huge concentration of the molecular masses that eventually will form interstellar planet (planemo).
NASA scientists’ denial my discovery but my truth is proved by other researches. Professor O. K. Manuel has proved long age
abundance of planetary elements in the shell of our Sun. other stars indicate same but only catastrophic abundance of
planetary elements can from interstellar planetary mass objects like HH 46/47. Abundances of the planetary elements are
discovered within lots of “planetary” nebulas. Similar discovery from the thousands of light years means catastrophic
abundances of the planetary elements. Each star can capture enormous amount planetary elements in the molecular nebula
and appear to produce catastrophic abundances of planetary elements within shell. Violent P/N interaction and alpha
processes can produce enormous amount super-heavy elements and huge nuclear reactions by shell/Radiative zone boundary.
Thus we can see result of the huge nuclear reaction from the poles of the star. Outflows of the enormous amount molecular
masses (planetary elements) are proved by other researches as well. Abundance of the light admixtures in the jets proves that
the event connected to the discovery of the embryonic interstellar planet.
Any remaining doubts about planetary systems forming directly from spiral galaxy nucleus were further reduced by
Wolszczan’s 1994 report of rocky, Earth-like planets orbiting pulsar PSR 1257+12. (Pulsar is an ultra-dense nucleus of the
recycled neutrons without positrons and neutrons and remnant core of exploded star. According by many evidences it mainly
consists of neutrons. This is a dwarf and recycled neutron star D≈10÷20km. Debris of the ultra dense nucleus (core) is not a
stabile body and rapid demolishing produces enormous high-dense nuclear and molecular black clouds within the galaxy
plane.
Core (ultra dense nucleus) of the star has about 90-95% of the whole planetary system masses. PSR 1257+12 is a reason for
the very interesting conclusions.
1. Star was exploded but planets were survived to explode.
2. Shell of core has an insignificant mass as well as planetary systems due to planets are orbiting the pulsar still.
3. Rapidly extending shell of the low-dense gasses does not create planets. These planets existed by explosion time and are not
destroyed and dispersed after the stellar explosion.
4. So called “Supernova’s” core is not a Fe-rich remnant. It is an ultra dense nucleus and consists of recycled neutrons
(without positrons and electrons) mainly and is covered by thin molecular layer of the different elements and admixtures
formed by the huge dead full nuclear explosion.
5. So called “black hole” is a cooled pulsar that has a nuclear density and formed by cooled and recycled core of the neutron
star system.

Temporary activated glowing stars in the
Elephant trunk nebula

Images of Crab Nebula from Chandra
Lot of multistage separated
X-ray Observatory. Physics News
clouds of exploded shell. NGC
Graphics, AIP.
6751
There are many wrong data and researches about formation of the stars. Stars are not forming into nebulas! There are no
“embryonic stars” in the nebulas. They are the temporary activated stars only. Each star can capture the stellar remains in
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the nebula that is a huge mixture of the planetary elements and admixtures. This is a source of the additional huge spot
masses (light, heavy, super heavy elements and admixtures) that produces additional rapid variation to star’s brightness.
Each star's activation closely connected to the spots and to the whole an amazing spot-forming mechanism inside. Temporary
activated glowing star in the nebulas are covered by spots. Of course each of them looks as an “Embryonic star”… Usually
stellar cycles are cycles of magnetic activity that arise from the dense, energetic, highly magnetic core.
The “supernova” which produced in the Crab Nebula was observed by the Chinese in 1054 AD. It is positioned in the
constellation Taurus and is about 2 kiloparsecs away from Earth. Chaisson & McMillan quote the distance at 1800 pc with an
extent of about 2 pc. The nebula has been a rich source of information. It contains the fastest known pulsar at 0.033 seconds
period.
NGC 6751 is 6,500 light-years distant in the constellation Aquila. Approximately diameter of multistage separated Lot of
clouds is 0.8 light-years or about 600 times the size of our solar system.
Rapid expanding Shells of the exploded stars have different velocities relatively to the nearest surrounded stars as well as
multi-stage separated core-debris that forms enormous- thick molecular cloud within galaxy plane.
Each supernova creates lots of multi-stage separated thin molecular clouds like the crab nebula. Thick molecular nebula that
is formed by core debris can activate nearby orbiting after criss-crossing event all stars much violently by comparison thin
separated clouds formed by “supernova” shell of course. Criss-crossing event of a star and a nebula can form enormous hole
through nebulae like the Elephant trunk nebula. Of coarse star has gravitated surrounded nuclear cloud to form the hole.
Spitzer’s image IRAC vividly shows that the separated clouds formed by accelerated neutrons and protons from debris of
UDN are formed by light elements end light admixtures mainly. Temporary nuclear synthesis reaction in the extending nebula
can form light elements. Repulsion between neutrons seems to be an important driving force in the universe
Where the stars are forming in the galaxy? Where is the precursor star?
There is only one main space coordinate in the spiral galaxy to understand that. CENTRE!!!
Our Sun probably underwent an eruption process from the starburst nucleus of the young Milky Way around 5 billion years
ago. Hence the interest in understanding how quickly and efficiently this mass accretion and loss process takes place in the
centre of SGN (spiral galaxy nucleus).
Everything you can understand in the sensational research in the link: http://www.cosmogeology.ge/chapter-28.htm
Next links show a huge catastrophe within interstellar medium.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Eagle_nebula_pillars.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stellar_spire_eagle_nebula.jpg
Is this a remnant of a exploded star’s shell?
Is this a remnant of the exploded interstellar planetary mass object?
Is this a remnant of exploded stellar core?
They are main catastrophes in the spiral galaxy.
First and second variants are too small for the event.
There are discovered only few black UDN so called “holes” moving across the galaxy plane. Visible Black UDN is a very rare
event, if it has a companion star in the binary systems or during criss-crossing event within nebula. Lots of invisible black
UDN are orbiting our galaxy. Of course a black UDN moving across the plane of Milky Way is a huge danger for gravitational
order of the galaxy and can hit a star or another black UDN.
Small amount of stars could survive catastrophes within merger galaxies. Similar stars have too high, almost unbelievable
velocities and are triggered in the inter-galaxy medium. Lots of big mergings and big bangs in the cyclic and recycling
universe produce lots of wandering stars, source of the wandering lots of black UDN in the inter-galaxy medium. For billions
and trillions and quintillions of year’s remnant cores of the exploded stars are wandering in the inter-galaxy medium and
sometimes they can perturb gravitational order of the galaxies.

Black UDN XTE J1118+480 (micro-quasar) and its wild ride through Milky Way
Heic0211a-Black UDN hurtling across the plane of the Milky Way
Heic0211b-Black UDN hurtling across the plane of the Milky Way
Heic0211c-Hubble Space Telescope image shows the Year 2001 observation of the black UDN system GRO J1655-40 in the
constellation of Scorpius
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Astronomers have discovered an ancient black UDN speeding through the Sun's galactic neighborhood. It is believed that the
black UDN is the remnant of a massive star that lived out its brief life billions of years ago and was then gravitationally kicked
from its home star cluster to wander through the Milky Way. The discovery was made with observations from the US
National Science Foundation's Very Long Baseline Array (Vlba) radio telescopes and the Rossi X-ray satellite in Earth orbit.
The object, called XTE J1118+480, was discovered by the Rossi X-ray satellite on 29 March, 2000. Later observations with
optical and radio telescopes showed that it is about 6,000 light-years from Earth.
Discovery of the black UDN is too difficult. They are cold black invisible bodies and become visible too rare if they can
capture crossed matter of nebulae or shell of neighborhood star. It means that, lots of invisible black holes have wild ride
through Milky Way plane.
The towering nuclear and molecular nebula. (cosmogeological explanation)
What causes Neutron repulsion in the Universe and why don’t want mainstream scientists to understand truth?
This majestic false-color image in the link (http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/ssc2005-23a1.jpg) from NASA's Spitzer
Space Telescope shows the activated stars in "mountains" where crossing stars are feeding the molecular matter. Dubbed
"Mountains of Creation" by Spitzer scientists, these towering pillars of cool gas and dust are illuminated at their tips with
light from huge warm formed by huge energy of permanent neutron repulsion (decay) of destabilized nucleuses by glued
electrons in the debris of exploded stellar core (demolished extraordinary matter that had nuclear density in the centre of the
exploded star). The new infrared picture is reminiscent of Hubble's iconic visible-light image of the Eagle Nebula (inset),
which also features a star-activating (star-feeding) region, or nebula, that is being sculpted into pillars by radiation and winds
from huge neutron repulsion event by destabilized nucleuses and alpha processes. The pillars in the Spitzer image are part of
a region called W5, in the Cassiopeia constellation 7,000 light-years away and (70 – 50) light-years across that formed after
unbelievable nuclear explosion by extraordinary matter of the two destroyed cores. They are more than 10 times in the size of
those in the Eagle Nebula. The Spitzer's view differs from Hubble's because infrared light penetrates dust, whereas visible
light is blocked by it. In the Spitzer image, hundreds of activating stars (white/yellow) can seen for the first time inside the
central pillar, and dozens inside the tall pillar to the left. Mainstream scientists due to their wrong view about the universe
formation and evolution believe these star clusters were triggered into existence by radiation and winds from an "initiator"
star more than 10 times the mass of our Sun. This virtual star is not pictured of course, but the finger-like pillars "points"
show huge inflation event and "points" - peaks of the inflation above the image frame. The Spitzer picture also reveals stars
(blue, virtual “young” stars mainly) that almost finished activation by comparison the other ones in the pillar tips in the
evacuated areas between the clouds. Scientists believe that the stars were not activated within the same time due to their
different orbital coordinates and velocities. A third group of virtual “young” stars occupies the bright area below the central
pillar after activation stage into the nebula. It is not known for mainstream scientists still that the stars are formed by super
massive precursor star of the Milky Way. Some of the blue dots are foreground stars that are not members of this nebula. The
red color in the Spitzer image represents organic molecules known as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that are formed after
temporary nuclear-syntheses reactions during inflation. Huge triggering event from destabilized nucleuses of the core debris
produces rapid decay of neutrons and temporary violent P/N interaction and alpha processes (nuclear-syntheses reactions)
with formation light admixtures mainly due to rapid inflation in the huge free spatia.
These building blocks of life are often found in star-forming regions, within clouds of gas and dust by centers of the starburst
galaxies. Like small dust grains, they are heated by the light from the young stars within centers of the starburst galaxies, and
then emit energy in infrared wavelengths.
The infrared image of the eagle nebula was taken by the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) on Spitzer. It is a 4-color composite
of infrared light, showing emissions from wavelengths of 3.6 microns (blue), 4.5 microns (green), 5.8 microns (orange), and 8.0
microns (red).

HST and SST present Video clip - L1157; http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/web_movies/pa/ssc2007-19v1_full.wmv
Big image in the link ; http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/ssc2007-19b.jpg
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Spinning Top Star, L1157 (COSMOGEOLOGICAL EXPLANATION)
Spinning Top Star, L1157 indicates hit (criss-crossing event) of a star and a thick (high-dense) nebulae (cold nuclear and
molecular remnant formed by rapid demolished debris of the stellar cores after neutron repulsion event)
A rare, infrared view of the activated star and its flaring jets taken by NASA's SST vividly shows that the activated sun-like
star, called L1157 injects embryonic planemos. In visible light, the star and its surrounding regions are completely hidden in
darkness. Bipolar or two-sided molecular outflow is seen from poles of the star. Rapidly extended beams waves are formed by
supersonic gaseous streams and became visible silhouette of a thick black dust bar in the centre of injection. Thick dark dust
silhouette begun flatten to the star's equatorial plane. There is not "envelope". This is a cold dust plane of enormous nuclear
and molecular masses that are almost flatten by huge explosions within the equatorial plane. While Spitzer can peer through
this region's dust, it cannot penetrate the thick dust plane itself. Hence, the plane appears black. The thickest part of the plane
is seen as the black line crossing the giant jets. Dust thick plane is formed when extending nuclear and molecular gas injected
from star poles interacts with the surrounding interstellar molecular medium.
L1157 portrait is an interesting event. The color white shows the hottest parts of the jets, with temperatures around 100
degrees Celsius (212 degrees Fahrenheit). Most of the material in the jets, seen in orange, is roughly zero degrees on the
Celsius and Fahrenheit scales. The reddish haze all around the picture is a dust.
The white dots are other stars, mostly in the background but to the peaks of the jets are embryonic proto-planetary mass
objects-planemos. This is a sensational discovery by SST. Yes of course white dots are other stars mostly, but what about dots
to the peaks of inflation? With Spitzer, the star and its dazzling jets of molecular gas appear with clarity. Of course the jets
indicate molecular outflow-MOLECULAR GAS. How the enormous molecular masses are formed into shells of the stars
L1157 and HH46/47 ??? We have proof, research about catastrophic abundance of the planetary elements within the shell.
1. To the end http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/web_movies/pa/ssc2007-19v1_full.wmv of the separated enormous old end new
molecular streams from L1157 we can observe very interesting small dots. No, they are not stars. Separated molecular
streams to the end can create thick concentration of the planetary molecular masses. It means formation of the fiery
embryonic proto-planetary masses that eventually produces interstellar proto-planetary mass objects-planemos.
2. Peak one of the enormous molecular streams HH46/47 http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/web_movies/pa/ssc2003-06v4.wmv indicates
an interesting giant dot. Moving to the peak of the enormous molecular beam (stream) the dot has a configuration like a
round probe. This is not a star, because we can observe with Spitzer only. Of course the "probe" is a giant concentration of
molecular masses. Of course we’ve discovered the embryonic gaseous proto-planetary mass object that is triggered in the
interstellar medium by huge nuclear reactions in the star. Thus we see born of the giant interstellar proto-planetary mass
object. Second peak (smaller dot) of the jet is seen badly and partially covered by the jet.
Both activated stars are strong evidences of the recycling within the galaxy plane. Orbiting stars in the galaxy can recycle cold
nebulas with formation new interstellar embryonic proto-planetary gaseous objects. It means cold, and extending thick
interstellar molecular dust masses can not form planets without recycling by the crossing stars that can gravitate and
recycling molecular masses of the nebulas. Only recycled fiery and thick concentrated molecular masses can form embryonic
planets. Eruption of the molecular masses without permanent extension is a first stage; next stage is a compression of the
injected gaseous molecular masses to the peaks and formation fiery embryonic planets in the interstellar medium.
The criss-crossing event can change abundance of the planetary elements in the shell of a star. Huge molecular masses
gravitated by star into thick high-dense molecular clouds create catastrophic abundance of the planetary elements within
shell. Abundances of the planetary elements discovered from the thousands of light years distance means catastrophic
abundances of the planetary elements. Strong magnetic field (magnetic confinement) fully prevent explosion of compact little
masses of super-heavy elements by the shell poles but eventually it can not prevent huge nuclear reactions formed by
catastrophic abundance of super-heavy elements by shell-poles. Within the other zones periodically powerful nuclear
reactions prevent formation of the catastrophic abundances of the super-heavy elements.
Disappearance of the neutron emission and neutron decay products protons in the core of the old stars produce their
explosion. Disappearance of the fuel for the thermonuclear reactions – protons, produces replacement of the violent
thermonuclear reactions by violent triply alpha processes around core. It cases disappearance of the radiative zone and
violent nuclear-synthesis reactions around core. The shell covers core and huge bombardment of the shell from core by
protons neutrons and alpha particles produces catastrophic abundance of the planetary elements within whole shell. The
amazing event produces catastrophic abundance of the super-heavy elements around core. Abundance of the light planetary
elements in the shell is changed by abundance of the heavy and super-heavy elements in the whole shell. Within interior of the
shell huge processes formed by nuclear synthesis reactions eventually creates powerful nuclear reaction and huge explosion
and inflation of the shell masses. Before dead full explosion permanently mixing of the super-heavy elements into surrounded
convection streams, actually prevents giant explosion but eventually catastrophic abundance of the super-heavy elements
within interior produces powerful explosion. Thus we have a clue to understand catastrophic abundance of the planetary
elements in the distant nebulas from the thousands of light years distant.
Thus clue is an abundance of the super-heavy elements and its isotopes within interior of the convection streams by shell-poles
before the super-giant explosion from magnetic poles. Enormous masses of the ionized super-heavy elements are gathered in
the interior of the shell-poles before the powerful explosion. There are gathered enormous mass of the heavy and super-heavy
atoms and are sorted by mass and density. Catastrophic concentration of the additional super-heavy elements by the poles is a
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reason of the catastrophic explosion from the poles… Thus Strong magnetic field can’t prevent huge nuclear chain reactions
in the enormous gaseous masses of the super-heavy elements. We can see results only...
I want to recommend you to read excellent research in the link http://www.cosmogeology.ge/chapter-28.htm you can
understand everything…
Mathematical scenario about formation embryonic gaseous interstellar proto-planetary mass objects
(Mathematical scenario of the criss-crossing event between Sun-like star and the high-dense molecular nebula that is a nuclear
and molecular product of the violent repulsive interaction event formed UDN debris).
1. Nuclear, molecular remnant of UDN debris has an abundance of the planetary elements and approximately density 0.5 gr.
per cubic meter.
2. Mass of the Sun. M=2 x (10) 30 kg.
3. Radii. R=696,000,000 m.
4. Approximately mass of Sun’s shell is around 1÷2 %. We can use approximately mass of the shell. m = 4 x (10) 28 kg; Main
mass of the Sun is concentrated within ultra-dense nucleus. After star explosion planets are continuing orbiting ultra-dense
nucleus (pulsar).
5. Orbiting velocity of the Sun - 250 kilometers per second.
6. Orbiting approximately distance - 7,884,000,000,000 meter per year.
7. Nebula’s movement has an opposite direction and approximately velocity - 1000 kilometers per second.
8. Mass of gravitated particles by Sun like star within the Sun-sized volume over the whole distance:
M=5 x (7,884,000,000,000 x 3.14 x 696,000,000 x 696,000,000 x 0, 5)= 2.99 x (10) 28kg
Moving through the nebula Sun-like star could capture enormous amount nuclear and molecular masses of the surrounded
medium. I don’t use into consideration the additional masses around the orbit.
Nebula matter within orbit of a star (Sun volume model configuration) is quite enough to activation the star.
Captured molecular masses can form catastrophic abundances of the planetary elements in the shell.
1. It means abundance light (alpha) elements and lighter isotopes within the shell would be changed by heavier elements.
2. It means formation of the enormous amount super-heavy elements and isotopes of each element by nuclear-syntheses
reaction. Violent bombardment of the shell from the radiative zone by thermonuclear wind of protons, neutrons and alpha
particles.
3. It means the spot material will cover star surface fully in the nebula.
4. It means unbelievable activity and rapid variation brightness of the star.
5. It means the variable star’s activity is closely connected to the enormous amount super-heavy nucleuses sorted by masses in
the deep interior of the shell.
6. It means giant nuclear explosions all over the Star and catastrophic injections from the magnetic poles.
7. It means formation of the enormous amount super-heavy nucleuses by magnetic poles within interior of the shell.
8. It means super-giant molecular (planetary elements) jets from the poles.
9. It means formation interstellar embryonic gaseous proto-planetary mass objects of any size.
For open minds I’ve proved that – The stars are not formed in the nebulas, they can temporary activation only!
10. It means excellent discovery by HST and SST in the astronomy and cosmology.
Interstellar recycling and interstellar proto-planetary mass objects. Formation of the fiery embryonic planets).
Thermonuclear reactions, alpha processes and nuclear reactions in the spots are the main energy sources to old stars. activity
of the nuclear wind from the star closely connected to the spot forming processes by magnetic field. To Sun-like stars H –
Fusion, neutron emission and alpha process generate ≈ 90% energy; Sunspot Nuclear Reactions - SNR max ≈ 10% - at the
spots’ maximal activity stage.
Core of the Sun produces violent bombardment of the shell by protons neutrons and alpha particles. Neutron repulsinn from
neutron inner core produces neutron emmision and fuel to nucleo-sinthesis reactions protons. Stabile P/N ratio within outer
core is an important to the stabile thermonuclear reactions around core . Before explosion in the old star thermonuclear wind
within radiative zone is replaced fully by nuclear wind. Star became red and too unstable. Radiative zone decreases with
increasing shell and eventually violent alpha processes from the core produces fully disappearance of the radiative zone.
Violent P/N interaction, Triple-alpha process and alpha-process produces huge nuclear wind from core. Before explosion P/N
ratio within core is an insignificant and whole shell mainly consists of recycled neutrons only without positrons and electrons.
Violent nuclear synthesis reactions have not enough energy to form radiative zone. Thus shell that has a catastrophic
abundance of the super-heavy element covers core. Eventually a powerful nuclear reaction around core produces explosion of
the star’s shell, so called a “supernova event”. This is a real reason of a "supernova" event. Exploded and multi-stage
separeted shell is extending endless and we can see naked and dwarf core (fiery pulsar). Fiery core consist of recicled neutrons
mainly. it is covered by remnant (molecular) layer of the huge nuclear explosion.
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True star

False Star

True star http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Sun_parts_big.jpg vividly indicates almost all nuclear processes
False image of a star http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Nucleosynthesis_in_a_star.gif is a result of the wrong
understanding. Fe-rich and Ni-rich cores in the conditions (14,500,000K) of the WORKING core unacceptable. They
could explode all stars long ago and only night sky without stars would be seeing now. In the condition of the huge
temperature - 14,500,000K even deuterium existents impossible there. A deuterium would be destroyed immediately
by rapid particles, by violent P/N interaction. There are only protons and neutrons in these conditions. Of course
within dense chaos protons can create neutrons and vice versa.

The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertzsprung-Russell_diagram
Proton-neutron (P/N) ratio is a clue for the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. There is easy to understand that the color of a star
is not depended to own mass. The diagram is a strong evidence.
-Most of the stars occupy the region in the diagram along the line called main sequence . It means embryonic stars are
average-sized stars mainly. During billions of years of evolution stars are fusing hydrogen in their cores; neutron emission is
an important source of the energy for the young stars. Decreasing and disappearance of the neutron emission changes colors
of the stars and their masses. Proton-neutron ratio is changes as well. Replacement of the hydrogen-fusion by alpha proceses
all over the core decreases the shell temperature for billions of years. Color is changing from the blue to the red as well as
spectrum.
-Cepheid variables reside in the upper section of the instability strip. Its instability closely connected to the abundance of the
heavy and super-heavy elements in the shell. Reason is a movement through the nebula (nuclear and molecular remnant of the
exploded stars). Variable luminosity is closely connected to the density of a nebula. In the young stars H - fusion generates
≈5÷35%; neutron emission generates ≈90÷55%; (NR) Nuclear Reactions (explosions) in the interior of the spots generate
approximately 10% luminosity at the maximal activity stage, NR ≈ 10%. In the pulsating variable stars NR ratio can be
increased rapidly from the 10% to 100%; and 1000% ... etc. I think that the connection of the rapid variation brightness to
the huge nuclear explosions in the interior of the shell is a plausible explanation.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instability_strip Each star can become instable moving through the nebula. Only dwarfs are not
instable. Usually white, red, brown dwarfs are the star-like bodies but they are ultra dense recycled nucleuses, remnant core
of the small exploded stars and intermediate phase from fiery dwarf pulsar to the cold and invisible black UDN. NRN is a
refrigerated zone of the ultra density. Usually UDN is covered by thin layer of the nuclides and molecular crystals (remnant of
the nuclear explosion or gravitated and recycled masses after explosion). Sometimes these nuclear and molecular masses are
mixed in the upper layer and impossible to detect in the spectrum.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium_fusion The fusion of helium-4 nuclei (alpha particles) is known as the triple-alpha
process beginning before star explosion all over the UDN. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium_fusion insignificant P/N ration
means that the star has deficit of the protons (fuel). Eventually it causes replacement of the triply alpha processes by violent
nuclear syntheses reactions around the whole core and catastrophic abundance of the super heavy nucleuses within super
dense volume produces powerful explosion. Nuclear synthesis reactions rapidly create enormous amount super-heavy
nucleuses around core. Truly that is the explosion reason of the old stars. Star luminosity can be increased hundreds of
billions of times rapidly.
Strong evidence on stellar evolution secrets is in the link: http://www.cosmogeology.ge/chapter-28.htm
P.S. Survivability of all stars are connected to destroy and explosion of the spots enriched by the heavy and super-heavy
nucleuses. When in the whole shell is a huge mixture of the heavy and super heavy nucleuses (catastrophic abundance) star
injects molecular masses and creates embryonic proto-planetary mass objects. Star is a giant plasma diffuser which sorts light
nuclides and admixtures into shell and heavier nuclides and admixtures into spots by mass and density. Small spots are
dispersed into convection streams. Violent nuclear synthesis reactions produce their multi stage separation within shell. Spots
are under intensive bombardment of the thermonuclear wind by protons neutrons and alpha particles that produces
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abundance of heavy and super heavy nucleuses in the spots and abundance of the light (alpha) elements in the shell. Nuclear
reactions in the main and smaller spots produce multi-stage separation of spot masses, nuclear wind around star, dispersion of
the planetary elements into shell and bombardment of a star by planetary elements that could not overcome huge gravitation.
Splitting of the long spot-streams in the convection streams connected to the gravitation forces and nuclear reaction. When
whole shell of the main sequence star is enriched by heavy and super-heavy nucleuses, star can sort that by mass to explode
that in the interstellar medium.
What the planet is? Planet is a mass of the light heavy and super heavy elements and their admixtures especially oxides in the
solid and liquid condition. Each planet has an abundance light (alpha) elements and their admixtures of H to Si. Same
consistence of the light heavy and super heavy elements has a shell. Explosion of the main and smaller spots create nuclear
wind of the planetary elements. L1157 and HH46/47 clearly show injection (huge wind) of the nuclear and molecular masses
from both hemisphere of the shell. There are enough nuclear and molecular masses (proved by researches) for formation
many fiery embryonic planets. Reason is an injection of the main volume of the hemispheres enriched by the heavy and superheavy elements. In the case to star L1157, ejected planetary masses undergone multi stage separation. Image of HH46/47 is the
proof of two embryonic, super-giant proto-planetary interstellar object's formation.
What the jet is? Each jet is a mechanism to produce new matter by recycled matter. The different jets, injected nuclear and
molecular masses can create proto-bodies of spiral galaxies, globular clusters, embryonic stars or embryonic planets. This is a
decoded secret of the jets. Injected proto-bodies have no endless inflation of nuclear and molecular masses. Injected giant
plasma creates super massive precursor star after compression. Injected small plasma creates a star after compression. An
injected highly radioactive spot mass from the super-massive precursor star creates fiery embryonic planet after compression.
Catastrophic abundance by the super heavy nucleuses in the physical centre of the embryonic gaseous planet creates own
primordial moon(s). Catastrophic abundance by the super heavy nucleuses in the stellar shell produces injection of the
embryonic planets as well.
Astronomers can't understand still;
1. Ejection, injection, beams of jets in the universe means formation, creating...
2. Explosion and endless inflation means destruction of the space objects.
Each discovery needs to support. Evidences are necessary for science. None spacecraft never reach these stars to receive
evidences. We have detail spectral data injected masses from the stars. Usually surface of a star has an abundance hydrogen
and helium. Molecular outflow means abundance of planetary elements in the shell but how that happened. L1157 and
HH46/47 stars orbiting the galaxy suddenly became "wild" and began huge molecular outflow. Why??? Where did it come
from, so enormous molecular masses there? Which force could destroy balance of the stars? I can't find in the surrounded
places something like this. Why the stars become "crazy" in the nebula. Crossing through the nuclear and molecular masses
of a nebula it can gravitate enormous nuclear and molecular masses of course. Mainstream scientists are ready to answer that
"There are star forming regions". I have a proof about formation of the nebula masses;
1. Thin nebula masses are formed by exploded shells of old stars.
2. Thick nebula masses are formed by rapidly demolished and extended particles from the debris of the ultra dense nucleuses
and cores (Super Dense Nucleuses -SDN) of exploded stars. It means they are formed by triggered neutrons, protons and
alpha particles from debris of UDN or SDN, by repulsive interaction forces. I have a proof about formation light elements and
its admixtures – light planetary elements there. I have a proof about injection processes, but formation of the star needs
compression processes. Which force can change movement of particles vice versa? Of course only collective gravitation of the
huge injected masses. So called “supernova” event clearly show endless inflation of the exploded shell masses with multi-stage
separation of the molecular clouds that would never form even a smaller moon-sized body.
Each open minded scientist can understand, that the surrounded stars can cross extending nebula after explosion of a
neighbor star. Usually they have different velocities and can crossing each other. Each star can capture partially nebula
masses as well as Jupiter is gravitating gaseous masses of the nearest moon. Stars gravitation is hundreds and billions of times
stronger by comparison to Jupiter. Each star moving through thing nebula can begin activation. Nebula is a source of
additional spots masses (heavy, super-heavy elements and admixtures). If a star is moving through thick nebula reason of the
huge activation is a nuclear and molecular matter of the nebula of course. Star can gravitate recycling and ejecting lots of
additional nuclear and molecular masses. Fiery gaseous jet of the nuclear and molecular masses usually creates fiery
embryonic interstellar proto-planetary mass objects. Ejected fiery planetary matter from L1157 and HH46/47 are not
extending endless. Image of the L1157 is a proof about cooling processes into the embryonic planets. Older jet is colder, and
looks badly in the infrared while the new injected fiery masses looks much better.
I want to say for open minds that the star forming regions in the spiral galaxies are already decoded by many scientists. They
are starburst central nucleuses. There is no need to believe fairy-tales about star-forming processes in the nebulas.
It seems curiously but it is reality. HST and SST team can understand about own discoveries later from another hemisphere.
Reason is a very simply. Astronomers and Cosmologists could try to develop fairy-tales about universe formation and
evolution. As a result we have the deep crisis in the Cosmology now. It means crisis in the Astronomy and Physics as well.
I’ve decoded long ago mission of the quasars in the recycling processes. NASA discovered collision process between (SDSS
J1254+0846) quasars in 2010 only.

Quasar-The violent super massive neutron star system.
You can understand amazing details, how the central super massive nucleus of the old spiral galaxy produces a quasar during
the merging event to another galaxy
At last NASA came to the truth http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/chandra/multimedia/photo10-009.html
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I’ve written long ago in their forums about the quasars missions in the recycling processes but they had the ostrich position by
this time. I’m very sorry but NASA’s investigators could not understand still that the Black Holes in reality are the huge
concentrations of the recycled neutrons without positrons and electrons. I think after some times they will understand that.

Quasar-The violent super massive neutron star system.
1.
2.

3.

– Inner super massive core of the recycled neutrons (without positrons and electrons) former central super-massive
nucleus of the recycled galaxy. It has a nuclear density and enormous mass, hundreds of billions of times that the Sun.
– Outer core of the recycled galaxy masses. It has almost nuclear density and consists of recycled neutrons (without
positrons and electrons), neutrons and destabilized light (alpha) elements mainly by glued electrons. They are
dispersed chaotically and glued by powerful gravitation, which is hundreds of billions of times that the Sun. Nuclear
balance of the glued alpha and other elements are fully destabilized and neutralized by glued electrons. Thus whole
nucleus of the quasar is a super-massive neutron body and each quasar represents a super massive violent neutron
star system.
– Violent nuclear wind zone formed by powerful nuclear chain reactions from the destroyed and exploded stars,
planets, moons, planemos, dwarf cores (stellar remains), and other galaxy remains after collision and demolishing
within the ultra dense volume on the outer core.
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4.

– Convection zone of the highly radioactive nuclear clouds. Their violent mixing produces shocked forbidden lines in
the spectrum of the quasars. In reality inner an outer boundaries of the convection zone has no round profile. It
undergoes enormous wave deformation by the powerful nuclear winds of the inner nuclear reactions.

Note: Black dots are the planets, moons, planemos, and naked cores of the exploded stars. Big dots are the stars.
They all are captured by powerful gravitation of the super massive violent neutron star system that is a quasar. The
demolished galaxy matter is moving to the energetic outer core of the quasar for the recycling, renewing and formation
new matter.
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